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Fruit Ridge Notes
from Ron Reister
C.C.A.

Warmest Greetings from Up Here on the North Side of the
John Deere Place.....
Hope Your Week is Off to a Gratifying Start ...???
Sounds like a Significant Chance of Rain later Tomorrow......About an
80% chance...???
****I see in the MSU-Extension-Tree-Fruit-Update-May 7----That
all the Likely Suspects are Indeed Out & About ....Waiting for us to feed
them some Chlorpyrifos4E and some AsanaXL.... Amy suggests that the
ExtendedForeCast sounds like a bit Cooler than average.... ???? So...
Possibly meaning an elongated stretch between Pink-Poison and the
Petal-Fall-Killm-Dead-Window....??? She agrees we need to really whack
these Suckers & Chewers hard.... right now.
Alicandro says messing up your Pre-Bloom-Poison Opportunity is
seriously committing to spending way-huge-more-U$Dollar$ later.....
For right now....I'm liking the 4 Pint generic Lorsban4E plus Full-Rate of
a fave Pyrethroid.... Total-per-Acre-Cost apprx $22...??? Later on you
can do a much-less-Broad-Spectrum-Pesticide for $45-$60-per-Acre.
****We do Indeed Stock and Deliver all those High$$$Product$
that I always Warn you about....??? Yup---Whenever You Need them....
And almost every time considerably cheaper than 'down-the-street'....
Some guys get backed into a corner and feel they absolutely must use
one of those newer Chemistries to get out of a jam....???
What I always preach is trying to avoid the $50-per-Acre stuff ....by using
the $2.80 stuff Tank-Mixed with the $4.44 stuff earlier in a more
proficient timely manner....and then come back and 'touch-up' with some
$3.75-Ac. stuff.
****Some of my Tart Cherry Grower Pals are not very optimistic
about probable Market this Summer....???
....Making it kinda tough to look seriously at that relatively new
Labeling for Retain....for Yield-Enhancement...??? The apprx InputCost = $220 - $250...???
....And the extra 2500 - 3000 Lbs.Tarts may be about $550.00
....??? .... Thats if the Goin Price is around 20 Cents-Lb...???
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****Some Guys are getting their PGRs lined up... Gettn their
''Plan'' laid out....
We can $ave Ya'll some $eriou$ U.$.Fund$ with our Line-Up of the
FineAmereicas Products....Just let us know how much you need of
which ones....
Our Kudos27.5WDG [apogee] and Exilis9.5SC [maxell] and
Refine3.5 [NAA] and NovaGib [provide] and Perlan [promalin]
....Many more.... Serious Savings.
****Yup...You $ave about $100 when you get a 30g.DrumIndicate 5 compared to 6 x 2x2.5g.[30g.]Package.
****The Gras Guys - Southern-Michigan are really
rollin..... Could be WeekEnd/Monday when Oceanna Cty Guys get
rollin...???
****George Washington said....'''When government takes
away Citizens' right to Bear Arms, it becomes Citizens'
duty to take away governments right to govern.'''

We’re on the Web!
See us at:
www.reisters.net

Best Regards ....r

